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I ask for your forgiveness and that of the Camelot Theatre Company.
I took far too long to see this superb production, and even longer to
post this review. (In the same vein, I apologize for the brevity of this
piece. It deserved much more.  I felt a need to rush it online without
any further ado.)

If you are familiar with my reviews, you know I tend toward kindness
and take pains to tuck my negative comments between the lines with
as much subtlety as I can muster. Particularly when I write about
companies, like Camelot, which are comprised of mostly amateur
(read: volunteer) actors. (At the same time, to help give you guidance
and some means of comparison, when I award my “Roseys,” I don’t
grade on a curve.)

Well, the fact is, with this production, I need make so such
allowances. (Please note that this is the first time I’m giving a Camelot
show my highest 5-Rosey rating.) Behind the polished and
professional performance of Robin Downward, who stars as
Jekell/Hyde, the entire ensemble rises to the occasion.

Well-deserved kudos too for director Livia Genise, first for casting
Downward (who also directs his own theatre company in Medford) and for delivering an intensely-dramatic
musical resisting the temptation to drop into melodrama.

This re-telling of the tale by Robert Louis Stevenson is not only emotionally-evocative and profoundly
provocative (as any deep discussion about the nature of good and evil could be), it is also simply splendid
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entertainment with a capital E.

Please, please do not miss this musical.  It’s as good as any production I’ve witnessed by this company.
See it through July 21 in Talent.
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WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE
OSF PLAY IN 2012?

 Romeo and Juliet
 Animal Crackers
 The White Snake
 Seagull
 Troilus and Cressida

Medea/Macbeth/Cinderella
 Henry V
 The Very Merry Wives

of Windsor, Iowa
 As You Like It
 Party People
 All the Way

FEATURES AND COLUMNS

Alan “Rosey” Rosenberg, Broker
ROSEY’S ASHLAND COLUMNS

Gene Burnett – “Flow More, Force
Less”
Peter Spring – A Most Industrious
“Bum”
“My Most Un-Orthodox Rabbi” by
Alan Rosenberg
The Case of the Secret Cures
Rabbi Aryeh Hirschfield: The
Reason I’m Here
Clista Prelle-Tworek: In All Senses,
An Artist
Bob Miner – On a Positive Note
Jim Abdo – A Sound Man’s Sacred
Space
Susan Springer: Catch and Release
Artist
Doug Rowe – As an Actor, he’s
Gone “All the Way”
Jim Giancarlo – The Man Who Took
Wing from Buffalo
Bill Rauch – OSF’s “Playhouse
Beautifier” and Chief
Joyce Segers: One Candidate’s
“Mythic Journey”
“We Need to be Kneaded” – JoAnn
Lewis
Secret Acting Troupe Plays Only for
the Gods
Deb Dryden: A Fitting Conclusion to
a Well-Designed Career
Ariella St. Clair – The Impresario
Who Does Do Windows
Faina Podolnaya: Bowing the Heart
Strings
Pat O’Scannell – When the Rogue
Diva Came of Age
Steve Barnard: An Original at the
Copy Shop…with thanks to Woody
Allen
For Martin Majkut, “Ensouling an
Orchestra” is More than a Metaphor
Street-Dreams, Statues and a
Sustainable Skateboard Company
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